globalization of Services
A game-changing decade
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Introduction
Services appear to represent just 20 percent of global
commerce, yet at the same time, they account for
over 50 percent of economic activity (up to 70 percent
in developed countries). Some attempt to justify
this discrepancy has been made by reasoning that
the industrial sector alone is able to innovate, create
employment and generate wealth. The implication is
that services are “sheltered” from global competition
as a result of their local and fragmented nature as
well as their low capital intensity. Official statistics
tend to support these preconceptions, because the
international flow of services is difficult to track due to
their intangible nature1.
Service trade volume could potentially be twice that
indicated by official estimates. In addition, there can
be no doubt that service globalization is growing fast
(8.7 percent per year from 2011 to 2022), driven by
three major game-changing shifts: business model
digitalization, growth of demand in emerging countries,
and deregulation of national markets. In this context, a
new vision of this service market is required, based on a
better understanding of service exportation processes. To
develop this understanding, it is important to differentiate
between “global services” and “local services”. The former
includes media, IT services, and professional services, all
of which can be easily exported since they are delivered
remotely. In contrast, “local services,” such as hotels,
maintenance services, and energy distribution, all require
different rationales to go global: franchise networks,
global CRM platforms, know-how, brand licensing, etc.
Service globalization is a revolution as remarkable as
that which struck the industrial sector in 1973, and is
expected to drive an intangible economy structured
around global service networks. Several professional

service segments, such as banking and IT services, are
precursors in establishing global delivery models. In
the B2C arena, media and entertainment are now being
forced to reinvent themselves under the pressure from
players with global distribution platforms (Google,
Amazon, Apple, Booking, Expedia).
To cope with these changes, Western countries possess
valuable assets, given the expansion of the tertiary sector
in their economies (mature domestic markets, centers
of excellence, qualified labor). Service globalization is
thus a unique opportunity for these countries to export
their know-how, reduce their trade deficits, and shift the
global trade balance in their favor. The potential markets
are immense and the corresponding compensation may
be very rewarding. That said, the window of opportunity
will be brief – ten years by our estimate – because the
major emerging nations (China, India, South Africa) will
soon position themselves on these markets to support
the growth of their internal consumption.
For executives, service globalization signifies the
lowering of market entry barriers, which will open the
way to new growth areas while increasing vulnerability
to competition. There are several steps to prepare for
this new world.First, secure domestic market share
and strengthen the major drivers which differentiate
national players from new foreign entrants, i.e. local
customer knowledge and relationships. Second, develop
a global development strategy founded upon a new
vision of the service portfolio. Third, establish a network
of global production and distribution platforms to pool
investments and industrialize processes in order to initiate
a new type of international deployment, based not upon
complex and costly local facilities, but instead intangible
economic opportunities.

1	G. Vialle, B. Despujol, G. Thibault, Services: The Stakes of French Competitive Standing in 2025, Oliver Wyman, Paris, 2011
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1. Service Globalization: An ongoing revolution
Official statistics largely underestimate the reality Exhibit 1: Global trade of goods and services
of global service trade, as over 60 percent of
$ BN
service transactions are not officially recorded.
20 000
CAGR1980-2010
Service globalization has indeed already started
Agriculture
and will accelerate in the coming decade (30
+5,0%
percent increase in volume), driven by the strong
growth of digital (x2), demand in emerging
Explosive growth of
global trade since
countries (x4), as well as the progressive lowering
10 000
China joined the
of national entry barriers. A new vision of the
WTO (2000)
Goods
+6,9%
service market is needed, where, contrary to
popular belief, 100 percent of services can be
exported and nearly 50 percent of service-related
Services
jobs can be relocated.
+7,7%
0

1.1. Service globalization
is everywhere… except in
the statistics
Upon initial analysis, services would appear to represent
a low share of global trade, i.e. 20 percent, in contrast
to 72 percent for industry (Exhibit 1). This situation is
generally justified by the “local” nature of services, which
cannot be industrialized due to their low added value.

1980

1990

2000

2010

Sources: International trade statistics, WTO and Oliver Wyman analysis; CEPII,

CHELEM-balance of payments database

This vision does not accurately reflect reality. Just by
observing the influence of US consumption models
in our daily lives (movies and TV series, fast food,
internet aggregators), it is easy to realize that service
globalization is already everywhere… except in statistics.

How to define service exports?
The World Trade Organization (WTO) has identified four service exportation models:

A service crosses
a border (e.g. delivery
of a technical study,
purchase of air tickets)

A consumer crosses
a border to receive
a service (e.g. tourism)

A parent company
creates a subsidiary
in a foreign country
to deliver a service
(e.g. restaurant)

A company sends
expatriates abroad
to deliver a service
(e.g. consulting)

Statistics usually consider only the first two models to be exports, while most service trade is delivered according to
the third model.
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Official statistics hugely underestimate the reality of the
service trade (Exhibit 2). While the inflow and outflow
of goods are recorded by customs, the intangible
transactions of the service sector are intrinsically harder
to track. To build statistical databases, government
departments and other regulators essentially use
declarative documents provided by companies.
Therefore, several sources of error must be integrated:
•• Intra-company services are largely overlooked
The World Trade Organization (WTO) currently
estimates that 26 percent of services are exchanged
among company subsidiaries, compared to 30
percent for goods. For services, this is likely an
underestimation, since they are hardly impossible to
quantify accurately. For example, what is the value of
documents, studies, ideas and know-how exchanged
every day by email or phone among the various
subsidiaries and divisions of a single company? The
fact that companies declare intra-company services
essentially for fiscal optimization reasons (transfer
pricing) makes accurate tracking even more difficult.

•• E-commerce is not captured by statistics
E-commerce revenues are particularly difficult
to track, especially for purchases made through
platforms hosted in tax havens, while others go
completely unrecorded. This is true, for example,
for mobile telecommunication operators revenues
generated through roaming agreements.
•• Industrial services are recorded as products
Industrial companies export a growing share of
services as part of their products (operating services,
maintenance, etc.), in order to expand their value
proposition, retain customers and smooth their
revenues. For example, services represent up to 20
percent of revenues for Alstom and 25 percent for
GE Aviation. Services have even become the core
business for some manufacturers (IBM, Otis, Apple)
whose original market has become commoditized.
Yet, the revenues corresponding to these service
activities are far still considered as industrial exports.

Exhibit 2: Repartition of global trade – traditional view vs. actual situation
TRADITIONAL VIEW

ACTUAL SITUATION

WTO STATISTICS
$18,000 BN

OLIVER WYMAN ESTIMATES
$22,500 BN
Local
consumption
(~31%)

Sales to third parties
(~70%)

Services
exported
by industry
(~15%)

Crossborder
sales
(~43%)

AGRICULTURE
8%

Intra-company trade
(~30%)

Intracompany
(~26%)

INDUSTRY
72%

SERVICES
20%

Underestimated
local
consumption

Double
officially
recorded
consumption

Unrecorded
e-commerce

40% of
exported
services

Crossborder
labor

AGRICULTURE
6%

INDUSTRY
49%

SERVICES
45%

~15% of total
exported
services
Underestimated
intra-company
trade flows
+30% of
intra-company
transactions

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis, WTO global trade statistics, WTO report “Measuring GATS Mode 4 Trade Flows” (2008, Joscelyn Magdeleine, Andreas Maurer),

OECD report “Intra-Firm Trade: patterns, determinants and policy implications” (2011, Rainer Lanz, Sébastien Miroudot)
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•• Staff exchanges are not recorded

Digitalization as a business model naturally facilitates
There is no record of revenues generated by personnel service globalization by making it easier for companies to
address new customer segments beyond the traditional
sent abroad to deliver services (German technicians
sent to China to repair a machine, French consultants bricks-and-mortar business. Such digitalization lowers
market barriers but simultaneously opens traditional
working in the US for the American subsidiary of a
players to the risk of foreign competitors. Past a certain
European parent corporation, etc.).
threshold – estimated at 15 percent of sales – digital
Finally, by integrating services not recorded by the WTO
throws the old market organization for a loop. Players
and services exported by the industrial sector, we estimate which have been able to form truly global digital platforms
that the share of traded services could actually be doubled have thus rewritten the game rules in their industry:
relative to official estimates, to represent up to 45 percent
•• By playing the role of information aggregator,
of global trade3.
Google managed to capture the lion’s share of
online advertising revenues, completely upsetting
the profit model of traditional media (press, radio,
1.2. Explosive growth for
television). Traditional media players generate 86
trade in services in the
percent of advertising revenues in the physical
next decade
environment, but represent only 22 percent of the
digital advertising market.
Even going by the conservative numbers of the WTO, the
growth of services has been very fast. Trade in services has
grown by over 7.7 percent on average every year since
1980, faster than goods (6.9 percent), whose growth was
boosted when China joined the WTO in 2000.
In the next decade, explosive growth is anticipated
for services worldwide, exceeding 30 percent. This
phenomenon is driven by three major shifts: the
digitalization of service business models, the growth
of demand in emerging countries and the deregulation
of national markets.

1.2.1. The weight of
digital services has
proportionally doubled

•• Apple has established itself in music distribution,
with an 80 percent market share in online music
by breaking the traditional industry rule forcing
consumers to buy an entire album to acquire a
single song. Today, Amazon is leading a similar
revolution in the book industry (currently claiming
60 percent of the digital books market) by
skirting the usual normative pricing structure and
facilitating self-publishing.
•• In the travel industry, operators such as Expedia
and Booking are positioning themselves as direct
competitors to travel agencies and hotel operators
to capture customers. Reservations are made on the
web on an increasingly massive scale (expected to
rise from 25 to 50 percent between 2011 and 2017 on
the hotel market).

The volume of data shared on the internet has grown
••
exponentially since 2007. Digital purchasing has become
a natural reflex for consumers and advertisers, and
affects both B2C and B2B market segments. In France,
the digital economy currently represents €185 BN, or
6.8 percent of the country’s service company turnover
(excluding financial services) and is expected to rise to
14 percent within the next decade.
3

In the software and IT services industry, IBM, Microsoft
and Devoteam are delivering cloud computing
services to help customers cut costs (an estimated
35 percent reduction in spend on online messaging
and file transfers) and manage their installed software
more efficiently. The cloud is used to render intangible
a certain number of products which used to be
distributed physically, with transfer of ownership.

Oliver Wyman estimate based on a fresh evaluation of the global service trade, established with the help of Sébastien Miroudot, Economist at the OECD Trade Division
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1.2.2. A €40 TN market (GDP) in
emerging countries in 2022
Major emerging countries, such as China, Brazil, India,
South Africa, and Indonesia, are currently undergoing
rapid economic expansion supported by exports of
manufactured products and raw materials. As they
develop, they will naturally tend to migrate toward
services such as leisure and healthcare, akin to the
changes seen in Western economies since 1973. In a few
years’ time, the coming of age of local industries will lead
to the gradual outsourcing of non-core internal services
and the development of B2B services.
This process may well be accelerated by the deliberate
strategic choice of some governments, such as India
since the early eighties, and, more recently, China,
to migrate toward tertiary economies. For instance,
according to the Chinese five-year plan for 2011-2015,
“China’s challenge is the transformation of an economy
based on exports and public spending to an economy

driven by consumer spending […]. Priority will be
given to the development of services, rather than
manufacturing, to ensure that China becomes more
than a mere production factory […]. Priority will thus be
placed on developing cultural services, and particularly
media, essential to the institutional stability and political
influence of the country.”
In this context, we anticipate rapid growth of demand for
services in emerging countries. Service markets outside
North America, Europe and Japan are thus expected to
grow from $10 to 40 BN from 2010 to 2022 (Exhibit 3). As
a result, services as a proportion of the global economy
will increase from 53 to 58 percent. Satisfying this new
demand will be an exceptional source of growth for
historical operators in mature countries. Global services,
in particular, are highly demanded in emerging countries,
where the level of professional qualification is currently
low. However, a certain number of regulatory entry
barriers to the concerned markets must first be lifted.

Exhibit 3: Proportion of services worldwide
1970 – GROSS WORLD PRODUCT
TOTAL : $3,300 BN

2010 – GROSS WORLD PRODUCT
TOTAL : $63,100 BN

Agriculture
+1%

2022 – GROSS WORLD PRODUCT
TOTAL : $125,900 BN*
73 731

39 164
1 507

Industry
+8,6%

Admin. & fin.
+8,8%
Local services
+12,8%

Share of services
in global GDP

17%
40%

32%
53%

S. America
Africa

Rest of Asia

India

China

Japan

N. America

Europe

S. America
Africa

Japan
China
India
Rest of Asia

Europe

N. America

Share of services
outside Europe,
North America
and Japan

Japan
Rest of Asia
S. America
Africa China
India

N. America

Global services
+9,7%

Europe

Intermediary
services
+7,8%

57%
58%

* Oliver Wyman estimate
Sources: ONU, OCDE, Oliver Wyman analysis
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1.2.3. Dismantling/circumvention 1.3. A new vision of the market:
of national regulatory barriers
All services are exportable
Protectionism and regulation have long been the
main obstacles to the exchange of services across
national borders. In a certain number of sectors, a local
headquarters is required by law to offer professional
services. Migration policies and the lack of recognition
of educational and professional qualifications also
restrict individual mobility. Many market segments
have consequently been closed to competition
(e.g. transportation, postal services, energy, and
telecommunications). In cultural services, quotas
have been established to protect local companies. For
example, in Europe, 60 percent of television content
must be produced locally.
These regulations are currently much more restrictive
than for the manufacturing sector, which has been the
subject of multilateral negotiations since 1948, to reduce
direct (customs duties) or indirect (regulation) trade
barriers. In fact, the first time services were included
in these discussions was in the Marrakech Accords in
1944, with the signature of the General Agreement on
Trade in Services (GATS). Thus far, multilateral Doha
Round negotiations have not led to a global agreement
on services.
The truth is that the opening of local markets has
taken place largely on a unilateral basis, driven by
international markets and new technologies (especially
digital). The European Union has thus taken the
initiative to open a number of network service markets
in Europe to competition: air transportation and
telecommunications (1992), electricity production and
distribution (1996), gas production and distribution
(1998), rail transportation (1991, 2001), postal services
(1997, 2002). Other sectors, such as teaching, have
been globalized outside any legislative framework.

To understand services in this context, a new template
is needed, based on a solid grasp of the mechanisms by
which they are exported (Exhibit 4). Contrary to popular
belief, all services can be exported; only the internalization
terms differ. Two criteria are particularly important in
this regard:
•• The ability to provide services remotely
In other words, where is the labor needed to provide
the service? We define “global services” as intellectual
services which can be completely dematerialized
(professional services, IT, media, etc.). Global services
are the most easily exportable and highly vulnerable
to global competition. They are also the most highly
valued and in segments with the highest growth
potential – they currently represent 33 percent of
global services revenues. “Local services” (personal
services, transportation, hotels, etc.) are traditionally
fragmented and immature. The related labor force is
local and not likely to be relocated. However, due to
digitalization and market consolidation (e-commerce,
franchises, platform pooling, etc.), local services are
increasingly exposed to global competition. Finally,
“intermediary services” refer to local services which
can be delivered remotely thanks to e-commerce,
and play an important intermediary role between the
goods and services markets.
•• The type of clientele addressed (B2B, B2C, mixed)
Customer type determines the level of exposure
to global competition. B2B services, for example,
were exposed earlier to globalization because
industrial customers rapidly acquired global scale
and sought to rationalize purchasing by globalizing
their supplier panels and expectations. Although
B2C services are traditionally more local, they are still
globalizing rapidly under the growing influence of
digital technologies.
Services can no longer be seen as sheltered from global
competition. Given the structure of Western economies,
nearly half of tertiary sector jobs may now potentially
be relocated.

Copyright © 2013 Oliver Wyman
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Exhibit 4: New segmentation of services

Market

Global Services (14%)

Intermediary Services (55%)

Local Services (31%)

B2B (41%)

•• Industrial services
•• Professional services
•• IT services

•• B2B distribution
•• Temporary employment

•• Installation and maintenance of
industrial goods
•• Local services
•• Environmental services

Mixed (29%)

••
••
••
••

•• Telecommunications
•• Real estate distribution

•• Shipping and logistics
•• Construction (building)
•• Energy (distribution)

B2C (30%)

•• Cultural services
•• Online gambling
•• Tourism

•• Retail
•• Teaching
•• Consumer goods maintenance

••
••
••
••
••
••

Exportability
and exported
revenues

Real estate promotion
Media
Internet
Software

14%

Export approach

••
••
••
••

Growth drivers

Examples

Telecommuting
Support function outsourcing
Cloud computing
Online services

4%

•• E-commerce
•• B2B distribution and
logistics platforms
•• Tele-communication
roaming agreements

•• Exportation of business
model skills
•• Experts sent abroad
•• Local consumption
by non-residents

•• Cheap, high-speed
communication networks
•• Common language
•• Attractive taxation
•• Standards
•• Regulations

•• Secure financial transactions
•• Existence of an industrial fabric of
exporting companies

•• Local market consolidation
•• Added value of services
conducted locally
•• Local attractiveness
(infrastructures, quality
of life, etc.)

•• A lawyer advises a foreign client
by phone
•• A company outsources its call
center to Morocco

•• A purchase made on Amazon.com
•• Louis Dreyfus sells wheat to a
trader in the UK
•• A phone call made from abroad

•• An entrepreneur runs a
McDonald’s franchise
•• A team of Areva technicians
inspects Japanese nuclear plants
•• A doctor operates on a
foreign patient
•• A family buys tickets to see the
latest Spielberg movie

•• Valeo moves its messaging
service to Gmail
•• A company buys keywords
on Google

Copyright © 2013 Oliver Wyman
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Healthcare
Wellness/personal care
Social services
Hotels
Restaurants
Leisure, culture and sports
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2. The new rules of the market: Toward a
network economy
Market globalization and dematerialization have
gradually driven service players to reconfigure their
operations on a global scale (43 percent annual
growth for service offshoring), by structuring
these networks around a global decision center
(which receives up to 20 percent of the value
created) and global platforms (which can capture
up to 70 percent of markets). In this environment,
three elements are essential and must be taken
into account by companies and governments,
namely, time to market, proficiency in norms and
standards, and service hub positioning.

2.1. We are moving
toward a global service
network economy
Service globalization and industrialization go hand in
hand. Addressable markets must be expanded and the
company value chain revisited to globalize formerly

local services to new geographies, and revise and
restructure production processes on a global scale.
Led by support function offshoring in the nineties, the
global restructuring of the value chain will ultimately
concern all market segments.
Today, several market segments appear to be
forerunners in this arena:
•• In professional services, banking and IT services lead
the way, and have established global delivery models
which combine proximity to local customers and
operational industrialization. For example, HSBC has
fifteen service “plants” (including seven in India) to
process the demands of its 7,500 branches.
•• In B2C services, a similar model has been deployed
by Internet, media and tourism leaders (Amazon,
Apple, Booking, Expedia). Google, for instance,
invested in six data centers in the US, three in Europe
(Ireland, Belgium, Finland) and four in the rest of the
world (Chile, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan).

Service Offshoring
The €150 BN service offshoring market is growing strong (43.2 percent growth annually from 2005 to 2010), with a
healthy resilience to economic cycles (annual growth over 15 percent during the 2008-09 economic crisis)*.
Since the early nineties, new technologies and market liberalization (particularly telecommunications and finance)
have made it possible to break down the service value chain and geographically separate service production and
consumption. This led to the offshoring of non-core services, similar to what has occurred in the industrial sector since
1973. Historically driven by IT Outsourcing (ITO) and Business Process Outsourcing (BPO), the service offshoring
market is now migrating toward higher-value added activities (knowledge management, customer relations, R&D).
Demand is currently driven by the US and Canada (51 percent of global demand), followed by Europe (31 percent)
and Asia (16 percent). Financial services (32 percent), the manufacturing industry (20 percent), telecommunications
(12 percent) and energy (10 percent) are the most mature sectors. India and China are the principal suppliers, but
new countries are starting to position themselves on these markets (South Africa, Egypt, Malaysia, etc.).
*

Oliver Wyman analysis; G. Gereffi & K. Fernadez-Stark, The Offshore Services Global Value Chain, CGGC, 2010; Datamonitor (2009); Technology Partners International (2008)
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R&D

Finished
product

HQ

Exhibit 5: Structure of the value-chain – Industry vs. Services
Industry
Snake Model

Services
Spiders-Web Model

R&D

Finished
product

HQ

Strategic points

Control points

Customer
relationship
bureau
Support
functions
Service plant

PRODUCTION AND
ASSEMBLY CHAIN
Value chain structure

PRODUCTION AND
ASSEMBLY CHAIN

•• Value chain continuity, linked to the succession of
operations conducted on the product
−− HQ
responsible for design
Customer
−− relationship
Linear production chain across several geographies
bureau
Support
functions
•• Location
of production
Service
plant
−− Mastery of technological and production resource
−− Development of local industrial fabric

•• Non-linear value chain due to dematerialized services
and digital
−− Global management by headquarters
−− HQ responsible for supervising the whole process
−− Local offices responsible for customer relations
(needs communicated and processed over time)
•• Headquarters
−− HQ receives most of the value created
−− Know-how is concentrated

•• Patents and technologies
−− Industrial know-how protection

•• Standards
−− Can set market standards

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis, according to Baldwin & Venables (2010)

Globalized services are gradually being formed into
spider-web networks, differentiated from the traditional
industrial model characterized whose linear value chain
is structured by the succession of operations required to
manufacture a product.
These service networks are supported at three key points:
•• A global decision-making center. This consolidates
key administrative functions and collects profits
from subsidiaries as well as compensation for
the intangible assets of the corporation (brands,
know-how, customer data, etc.). Traditionally,
company headquarters are generally situated in a
given geography for historical reasons. However,
in an intangible economy, headquarter location
can be selected for tax optimization purposes. For
instance, by transferring brand ownership to a lowtax country, taxable profits in the country of origin
could be reduced by paying brand royalties to the
foreign subsidiary.

Copyright © 2013 Oliver Wyman

•• Local offices. These are branches that offer a point
of contact with local customers, where commercial
intelligence and prospection, sales, delivery and
customer service operations are conducted.
These offices are positioned in the company’s
principal markets.
•• Global platforms for production (“plants”’) or
distribution (servers hosting an internet site or
databases). These are centers of industrialized
and specialized skills. Investments are pooled to
enable the business to operate in local markets at
lower cost. The location of these platforms depends
on the resources needed to run them. Low cost
production countries are preferred if operations
require significant labor force (outsourcing of call
centers or IT to Mauritius or India). On the other
hand, the quality of local infrastructures is a critical
criterion in choosing the location of data centers.
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2.2. The network economy
creates substantial risks
and opportunities
To succeed in a network economy, players must be
proficient in three essential areas:
•• Time-to-market. In a network economy, the marginal
utility of consumers is positively proportional to the
number of users. Critical mass is essential, but as soon
as it is acquired, whoever obtains it has a considerable
competitive advantage. This “first mover advantage”
makes time-to-market an essential objective in the
race to globalize. For example, the US enjoys an edge
as the pioneer of the digital economy.
US aggregators represent 70 percent of the search
engine market (Google, Yahoo) and video streaming
market (YouTube), and over 50 percent of social
networks (Facebook) and general-interest portals
(MSN, Yahoo). How to accelerate positioning on
foreign markets? The development of online sales
enables companies to save on physical facilities;
partnerships – particularly with startups – can
accelerate positioning in a market by aggregating
external know-how (professional knowledge
or local customer relations) under an “open
innovation” model.

•• Championing norms and standards is becoming
just as critical as the ownership of patents and
technologies. A network can function only if its nodes
are linked with a common language. For example,
the rapid globalization of IT and Business Process
outsourcing was made possible by operating system
standardization. While the market share of the three
ERP leaders – SAP, Microsoft, Oracle – rose from 39
to 55 percent from 2005 to 2008, the ten leading
global IT players saw their market share grow from
13 to 24 percent over the same period. Players which
manage to influence market standards in a direction
favorable to their own interests immediately take
the upper hand on the market. The European Union,
for instance, succeeded in telecommunications
by setting the GSM standard, while the US has set
management standards and practices that influence
the entire world of professional services (US players
represent 80 percent of the professional services
market); and Germany is attempting to do the same
in exportable services (industrial engineering,
transportation, information and communication)
with a strong presence in international standards
committees, such as the CEN (European Committee
for Standardization) and ISO (International
Organization for Standardization).

New York, the “World Media Hub”
The historical seat for a number of big names in the US media industry (New York Times, Time Warner, etc.), New
York City is currently the global media capital in terms of revenues and employment. In the wake of the 2008
financial crisis, Michael Bloomberg launched Media.NYC.2020 to forge the media landscape of the city for 2020.
Oliver Wyman was asked to support this effort.
Some 80 Chairmen and CEOs were invited to participate in an Advisory Group established to discuss and identify
a set of concrete opportunities to reinforce the influence of New York city in the media sector. Among the defined
initiatives: creation of a technological university (Applied Sciences NYC), founding of a media innovation prize (NYC
Big Apps), support to media industry investors (NYC Venture Fellows), and reinforcement of links to media startups
and universities (NYC Media Labs). More broadly, the city is now seeking to position itself as the World Media Hub in
order to play a bridging role between the US media market and the rest of the world.

Copyright © 2013 Oliver Wyman
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•• Trading hub positioning. In a network economy,
the fact that most of the value and know-how are
concentrated in decision-making centers makes
control over these centres critical and relocation can
have irreversible consequences. In the short term, not
only are jobs lost, but significant net value is drained
due to lower tax revenues and fewer intra-company
transactions (e.g. contracts, licenses, management
fees), and these transactions can amount to a
sizeable sum (from 3 to 30 percent) when it comes to
professional services (Exhibit 6). In the longer term,
relocation of headquarters takes away key knowledge
and information (customer data, digital distribution
platforms, tools), and weakens the local economic
fabric (loss of contracts for local suppliers, fewer
employment opportunities, less political influence
for the country). The best defense against these risks
is to build sufficiently strong service ecosystems to
make the cost of relocating higher than staying. This
“cluster” strategy was successfully implemented in
London in financial services, San Francisco in digital
technologies, New York in media, Bangalore in IT, and
Munich in industrial services.
Exhibit 6: Expenses charged to headquarters
in different service sectors
% OF TURNOVER – BENCHMARKS

Group meals
Environmental
services
Hotel expenses
Fast foods
Professional
services

0%
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5%

10%

15%
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service

ecosystem

Examples
SILICON VALLEY
NEW TECHNOLOGIES

LONDON
FINANCIAL SERVICES

MUNICH
ENGINEERING & B2B SERVICES

• 6,000 high-tech companies (GDP
equivalent to that of Chile)

• Financial services capital since financial
deregulation in the eighties

• Growth since the seventies starting
with the semiconductor industry
(silica-based components)

• London City is an ecosystem largely
self-regulated with the Financial Times
as spokesperson

• Number three economic center in the
European Union, following Paris and
London, seat of the major German
industrial concerns (Siemens, BMW,
MTU, etc.)
• Excellence driven by the Munich
Technical University

NEW YORK
MEDIA

PARIS
B2B SERVICES

BANGALORE
IT SERVICES

• Global capital of media employment
and revenues

• Third leading city in the world for
number of corporate HQs, including
83% connected to the service sector

• India’s IT capital, university and
scientific center (2,000 researchers)

• Historical seat of big US media names
(New York Times, Time Warner, etc.)
• “Silicon Alley” cluster (multimedia and
software)
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• Strong positions in B2B services,
telecommunications and media

• Growth fostered by the Indian
government starting in the late eighties
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3. Risks and opportunities for leading
service countries
Service globalization represents a unique
opportunity for Western countries to reduce their
trade deficits and rebalance global commerce
in their favor. Representing nearly 60 percent of
the global service market, the developed world
has about ten years to take advantage of its lead
before being overtaken by emerging nations.

sector differentiates these economies from those of
emerging nations, whose growth is now largely driven
by manufactured goods and raw materials. The market
share of Europe and North America is thus 60 percent
in services, compared with 39 percent in industry.

3.1. Services have strong
growth potential

Among their other strengths, developed countries
possess centers of excellence in services, qualified
labor, as well as major domestic markets to develop
and test innovative services, which can then be
deployed internationally.

Services currently represent between 70 and 80
percent of GDP in major developed countries (US,
Germany, Japan, UK, France) with a strong growth
dynamic. The proportional importance of the tertiary

In an age of service globalization, developed countries
have a golden opportunity to export their know-how,
reduce their commercial deficits and rebalance global
trade in their favor.

Exhibit 7: Market Size – Services vs. Industry
2012-2022 WORLD REVENUE TREND
€ BN
6 000
Services

Industry

2022
projections
Emerging
countries

3 000

Europe
North
America

CAGR
EBITDA*

5%

6%

2%

24%

11%

26%

9%

Aerospace &
defense

4%

8%

Pharma.

4%

11%

Automotive

6%

13%

Textiles

5%

17%

Hardware

4%

19%

Mining

4%

17%

Chemicals

5%

6%

Media

4%

25%

Environ.
services.

4%

20%

IT

4%

13%

Corporate
services

6%

16%

Telecom.

19%

Hotels &
restaurants

5%
15%

Construction

E-commerce**

6%
12%

Transport

Insurance

0

* EBITDA margins were calculated based on five years of historical EBITDA margins of the two leading players in each segment (e.g. Boeing and EADS

for aeronautics)
** Business volume (distribution revenues)
Source: JP Morgan – Nothing but net. Datamonitor Global industries guide, Orbis, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Growth opportunities are immense. Contrary to
popular belief, the IT service market is larger in size
(and in profits) than the aeronautics industry. Likewise,
the hotel and restaurant market is bigger than the
talismanic automotive market (Exhibit 7). In addition,
the service market will continue to grow, driven by the
expansion of the tertiary sector and the growing needs of
emerging economies.
It is entirely false to claim that the service sector
is incapable of paying attractive wages. The more
exportable the services segments are, the higher
the proposed salaries will be. For example, average
compensation in global services is 30 percent higher
than that for industry (Exhibit 8).
However, this window of opportunity will be brief – ten
years by our estimate – because leading emerging
countries will soon position themselves on these markets
to capture the growth of domestic consumption.
According to our estimates, the global market share of
emerging countries in services should gradually rise from
32 to 57 percent from 2011 to 2022.
Many developed countries are fully cognizant of these
stakes (Exhibit 9). In the US, one of the three main
economic think tanks submitted a study to President
Obama underlining the strategic character of exportable
services4. This report deplores the fact that “American
decision-makers underestimate the potential to
export services, which could be a major source of
attractively-compensated employment.” It advises the
US government to develop a supportive policy toward
services by liberalizing the trade of services within the
framework of the WTO, by encouraging the development
of exportable services, and by modernizing official
statistical tools to better understand the numbers
important to the service sector.

4
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J.B. Jensen, Global Trade in Services, Peterson Institute, Washington, 2011
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Exhibit 8: Compensation – Services vs. Industry
FRANCE – 2009, ANNUAL GROSS SALARY (EXCLUDING EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS)
€
60 000
Professional services
13,2%
IT
12,4%

Auto, transport
49%

Media
7,9%
Industrial services
25,7%

45 000
Machines,
equipment
48%

Tourism
30,3%

Food & beverage
17%

Retail
2,2%
Global services

Healthcare Personal services
0,4%
Shipping &
logistics
19%

Real estate and construction
Energy and transportation

Restaurants Media and telecom
2,7%
Social services Distribution
0,7%
B2B services
Local services

15 000
Industry

Industry
Sports, leisure and tourism

B2B distribution
5,6%
Real estate
distribution
1,8%

Mining
16%

30 000

Energy
13,9%

Telecommunications
3,9%

Intermediary services

Source: Oliver Wyman Analysis; INSEE – Base Esane

Exhibit 9: Trade balance by service category
2008, € BN, INCLUDING FINANCE, EXCLUDING ADMINISTRATION
120
Specialized exports

Finance and insurances
Personal services,
culture, entertainment
Other services B2B

60

Royalties, licences, franchise
Construction
Communication

0
Travel
Transportation
IT and knowledge
management

-60
Germany

Japan

China

India

France

UK

US

Note: For India, 2009 data were used for IT exports, imports and trade balance (not declared in 2008)
Source: OECD statistics on global service trade: Volume I (2000 – 2008), for China and India, estimates were made using WTO statistics
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4. Challenges for corporate executives
Faced with reduced entry market barriers, service
companies must both defensively reinforce their
strategic differentiation to secure their historical
market and offensively prepare for international
deployment by industrializing their service
portfolio management and operations.

4.1. Reinforce and
enrich relations with
local customers
To combat foreign competitors, customer knowledge
and relationships are “latent” assets which are difficult
to copy. Service companies must prepare to fight
the customer battle to differentiate themselves on a
lasting basis, and this will require enriching the service
offering at every step of the customer itinerary:
•• A value proposition covering every need. In
an increasingly competitive world, customers
want their needs to be met as broadly as possible,
rather than just receive a standardized service. The
advantage will go to operators who can identify
and meet unexpressed market needs with global
solutions based on the efficient collection and
exploitation of customer data. This trend is naturally
valid for manufacturers as well, especially since
innovation cycles are accelerating and becoming
more complex, making it difficult for them to
differentiate themselves based on technology
alone. Manufacturers will also make efforts to
increase the value of their products by incorporating
complementary service layers. Apple, for example,
created a business model where 20 percent of the
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product value added comes from services, such
as software applications or “apps”. This model not
only generates recurrent revenues (sales of $2 BN
in 2010), but more importantly, creates a source
of differentiation much more difficult to copy than
technology (300,000 apps available on the AppStore,
an “open innovation” partner ecosystem). Just five
years after launching the iPhone, Apple is still one of
the two leading smart phone market players, with
over 70 MM units sold.
•• Multichannel governance of customer value and
lifecycle. Digital opens the way to expand service
opportunities, thanks to the proliferation of points of
contact and increased data transfer capacity. Modern
CRM and knowledge management techniques offer
new means to understand both latent and expressed
customer needs in great detail, and thus identify
purchasing opportunities. With this understanding,
it is possible to customize services and rethink
pricing, which currently appears to be the main
sales performance improvement driver for service
companies exposed to digital.

4.2. Industrialize
operations to prepare for
international deployment
The top ten French services companies generated over
54 percent of their revenues globally in 2010, compared
to 51 percent a decade earlier. International expansion is
an undeniable source of growth, which can be effectively
tapped in two main ways: defining a new service portfolio
governance model, and investing in global skill platforms.
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4.2.1. Define a new service
portfolio governance model

4.2.2. Build global platforms

To support their international development program,
service companies must build growth infrastructures and
industrialize their processes. Although it is traditionally
the case that services, due to their intangible character,
are less capital intensive than industry, this situation is
changing rapidly. Financing requirements for services
rose by a third from 1978 and 2000, while remaining
relatively stable for industry since 1998. There are several
reasons for this. In an increasingly mature market,
players seek to ensure strategic control by investing in
intangible assets. Brand investments are thus taking on
greater importance (half of the 100 top global brands
are from the service sector). The technological platforms
The US have been the most successful in globalizing its
needed to manage CRM platforms must be run even
services (cultural goods, professional services, media,
more efficiently in a digital world. B2B customers
digital technologies). This success is linked to the depth
increasingly seek global solutions, which tend to transfer
of the US domestic market which enables companies to
CAPEX to suppliers (e.g. leasing), and this trend is
amortize their investments rapidly, design universally
accentuated by the financial difficulties of manufacturers
attractive services to address the cosmopolitan needs
and local public authorities. Finally, service production
of US consumers, and use franchise networks as
is becoming increasingly automated. A growing number
an effective global development model. European
companies can learn from these experiences. European of distribution brands (Ikea, Carrefour, Decathlon)
have installed self checkout (SCO) lines, which reduce
players traditionally consider global expansion as an
cash register attendant payroll costs by four in a store
upside, in that, they expand successful local services
equipped 80 percent. La Poste (the French national
to other geographies. However, this cut-and-paste
operating model does not guarantee success in foreign postal service) has standardized its customer reception
functions by redesigning the layout of local branches to
markets. Indeed, global prospects must be integrated
reduce average wait time from 20 minutes to 5, with an
into service portfolio development far upstream, right
from the incubation phase, in order to size investments investment of €500 MM nationally. Express courier and
adequately, define the right service attributes, and
logistics players (Fedex, UPS) have established bar code
design an effective growth model. Devoteam, a French systems to automatically sort and redirect packages
IT services leader, used this approach to globalize
from truck to truck depending on their destination.
its service design process and establish centers of
These investments must be focused and pooled in
excellence in countries responsible for building global
global skill platforms to support the deployment of
solutions. These solutions are then adapted to the
global services.
needs of national markets by local sales teams.

In the digital era, the diversity and eclectic nature of
service offerings are both a strength and a weakness.
Successful online business models are schematically
classified into two main categories: volume-based
models (Amazon, Apple, Expedia) and those which
compensate for a narrow customer base with more
exclusive, attractive services (the New York Times,
Ventes Privées [Private Sales]). Using these strategies
in combination, companies can develop a differentiated
local service strategy that in turn leads to a globallyattractive blockbuster service.
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Conclusion: A new growth model
is needed
In addition to macroeconomic recommendations (create service ecosystems, influence the
definition of international standards, support the globalization of national champions and
the consolidation of local services, etc.), service globalization requires a new vision of the
business portfolio and operational model. A globalization strategy must be defined and all
of the processes surrounding this vision must be aligned. To accomplish this, we suggest
concentrating on the following topics:
(1) Reflecting upon major value chain shifts would help business leaders to (2) take a critical
look at company assets and positioning. (3) A new growth model could then be defined
to integrate the threats and opportunities linked to service market globalization. Three
further dimensions could then be studied more deeply: (4) reinforcement of local customer
relations, (5) definition of a new service portfolio governance model, and (6) definition of the
platforms on which to consequently focus resources.
This approach will stimulate strategic conversations in the company, initiated by the
Executive Committee, and cross-company participation by encouraging employees
across the organization (marketing, sales, etc.) to help identify strategic dimensions and
suggest new operating practices, which must then be validated by company executives,
who are also responsible for ensuring their effective tracking and execution. Although
this approach must be adapted case by case, we feel that it provides a solid basis to build
winning growth strategies for service companies.
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Dimensions

Key Questions

1. Anticipate major value
chain shifts

•• Where is value created today in this business? How has this changed over the
past decade?
•• Which value chain links are most affected by digitalization (today and in the next
five years)?
•• Which traditional and technology players pose the greatest threat to the
traditional business?

2. Analyze company assets
and service portfolio

•• What is the best approach to analyzing the existing service portfolio? Which
services could potentially be exported? Which services are intrinsically local?
•• Which company assets are underexploited?
•• What is the value creation potential of the company business model?

3. Define a new growth model

•• What is the company growth model?
•• How can the company’s business focus be improved?
•• Which markets would be good global expansion targets? What would be the
best globalization vectors (products, partnerships, etc.)?

4. Enhance the value
proposition for
local customers

•• How should the customer experience be reinvented (new services, new access
points, from transaction-based to relationship-based)?
•• How should the commercial relationship be customized (CRM)? What sales
strategy would capitalize fully on customer value?
•• What are the key customer contact points? How should these points be
developed and controlled? How to capitalize upon and enhance the utility of
available data?

5. Define a new
service portfolio
governance model

•• How should the brand portfolio and lifecycle be dynamically managed?
•• What is the best way to focus on the right blockbusters/niches?
•• How can the proportion of company revenues from digital channels
be increased?

6. Develop global
service platforms

•• Which platforms and centers of excellence?
•• Which management model and subsidiary governance model?
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